Growing Bulbs (Gardens in the Sun)

the bulbs are described in a way that should make them irresistible to any gardener feeling
bored with the look of what confronts him/her whenever he/she steps outside or gases from a
window. Suddenly a splash of colur not apparent yesterday under a shady tree or a bold clumb
of leaves unfurling by the path near the front gate will draw one out. The bulbs will be
described indicating not only theri suitability withing the Mediterranean or Dry climate range
but where they may be grown to the best effect. The kind of company they keep will be given
consideration, and suitable combinations of plants described. Ten categories will enable the
reader to choose either familiar, uncommon or unusual bulbs. Included wherever possible will
be the dimensions of each one, their degree of difficulty and current avaialability in commerce.
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Before planting bulbs, take some time to watch the light conditions in your garden. Most bulb
plants need bright light with some direct sun each day, such as dappled shade or direct sun for
a few hours in morning or afternoon and shade for the rest of the day, and grow in a
combination of sun and shade.
Some bulbs need to be planted in the spring; others do best when you plant them in tuberous
begonias, and crocosmias, love warm soil and toasty summer sun. If you garden in a mild
climate (Zones 8 to 10), you can plant these bulbs in the.
Our sun-loving bulbs will quickly brighten the sunny spots of your landscape. To grow their
best, these bulbs need direct, unfiltered sunlight for at least six hours. Bulbs like sun and in
many areas the spring garden can be very sunny, since the leaves on the trees are not out yet.
So keep in mind when planting in the fall that you can plant in many places for spring blooms.
Prepare the planting bed. Dig soil so it's loose and workable. Tulips love the sunshine and
bring their bountiful colors to gardens in You can plant tulips in partial shade, though they do
best in spots that.
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